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Importa nt  n otes: 

The right of exploitation of this report lies with the contractee. Not touching this right, this report remains, 

according to valid law, intellectual property of the contractor, IIREC Dr. Medinger e.U. The contractor keeps 

the right of use, as well, for the complete report or any part of it that was not explicitly declared confidential by 

the contractee. In case of exploitation by the contractee, the report must not be passed on in an abbreviated 

version (except for the authorized summary) or a modified version. 

The scope of this report is exclusively the documentation and evaluation of effects that were assessed by objective 

physical measurement. Neither the investigation of composition, manufacturing and mode of operation of the 

product, nor disclosure of information on the product to third parties was contracted. It is up to the 

manufacturer to  care for constant product quality and regular product testing. 

 by IIREC 
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1 .   Subject  of testing 

IIREC International Institute for Research on Electromagnetic Compatibility was instructed 

by Lakosa Handels GmbH to investigate by objective measurements (with physical meters, 

independent of the individual sensitivity of persons) effects of the product «CCentral Sun» (cf. 

title photograph). 

The first part of product testing proved the effectivity of the product against magnetic field 

distortions in the DDC (static)  and ELF (extremely low frequency) f ield  for 

application with eearth f ield (geopathogenic zones), in llow frequency (LF) 

technical f ields for application against ““E-Smog“  from electric  mains supply, and in 

LF-modulated radio frequency technologies for application with ccellular radio. 

Investigations conducted in these areas were recorded in report no. 53/2013 berichtet. This 

report consists an indespensable part of the overall evaluation of the effects of the product. 

The same methods as outlined in report no. 53/2013 were used now for the examination of the 

following questions relevant to the user of the Central Sun (CS) 

 How quickly and reliably does the CS unfold its action, and how long will it last? 

 What is the radius of action of the CS? 

 Would the action of the CS be affected 

 a. by impeding influence on the CS itself? 

 b. by superposition of effects of the CS and other devices? 

Positive answers to these questions are preconditions for awarding a biophysical test seal by 

IIREC and, eventually, for an additional biological certification of the product. 

As a test sample, a “big“ Central Sun (measuring 1,30 m including post) was applied once 

more. As a principal test field, the field above a geological fault was applied that is found in the 

rooms of the institute. The Central Sun was posted at the edge of this test field. The testing of  

the radius of action was conducted on an open air field at a distance of 25 m from the location 

of the CS, this field being situated above a geopathogenic zone, too.  
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2.  Testing of magnetic field ef fects  

For biological significance of the magnetic field and distortions to be measured in this field cf. 

section 2 in report no. 53/2013. 

2.1  Method of  investigation and assessment 

Test measurements were conducted according to the ggrid measurement procedure of 

IIREC in the static and low frequency magnetic field (up to 15 Hz). The magnitude measured 

was vvertical magnetic induction in Microtesla ( T). – The measurement array  of 0,5 m x 

0,5 m comprised 11 x 11 = 121 measuring points at a distance of 5 cm.  

The mmeter applied for magnetic induction in the DC and ELF range (up to 15 Hz) was the 

digital precision Teslameter 05/40 by Projekt Elektronik (Berlin). A VC-960 Multimeter by 

Voltcraft served as a data logger. The most characteristic data of the meter were quoted in 

report no. 53/2013. 

Graphs and mapping of measured data were performed with ddata analysis software 

Surfer v. 7 by Golden Software. Additional remarks in report no. 53/2013 do also apply for the 

investigation reported here. 

Once more, statistical assessment such as reported in detail in section 3 of the previous report 

will form an essential building block for evaluation. In the sections to follow, results are 

presented by means of tables of characteristic statistical figures. From the measured quantity 

which was the vertical magnetic induction in Microtesla ( T), for each measuring point, for 

purpose of evaluation, the difference of the measured value against the mean value (arithmetic 

overall mean in the measuring field) was assessed. Thus it was possible to evaluate the balance 

of measured values. The tables offer the following characteristics computed from the 

evaluation values: 

 Minima, maxima und arithmetic means 

 Standard deviation 

 p-fractiles of summation frequency in steps of 5 %, particularly the 50 % fractile (median) 
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These characteristics were computed not only for the respective evaluation value (without and 

with impact of the Central Sun), but also for alterations of the evaluation value by impact of 

the Central Sun. Finally, the tables contain in each case the alteration of statistical 

characteristics (being the difference of characteristics assessed with Central Sun and without 

it, resp.). 

Similarly, the magnetic field maps (cf. enclosures) consist of two types of diagrams: (i) the 

immediate mapping of distribution of measured values on the field, and (ii) differential 

mappings displaying the alteration of values from a condition without Central Sun to a 

condition including impact of the Central Sun. 

22.2 Specif ic  testing and results 

2.2.1  Temporal development of action 

First results regarding the temporal development of the effect of the Central Sun on the 

geopathogenic zone in the rooms of the institute were yielded in the previous investigation. 

To begin, the background was measured before any influence of the Central Sun, and next, 

the measurement was repeated 12 hours after activation of the Central Sun located at the edge 

of the measuring field. In order to test reproducibility of the results at another time, this 

sequence of measurement was repeated 5 weeks later, with the second measurement 7 hours 

after activation of the Central Sun. 

Combining these results with those of measurements following the stress test for the Central 

Sun (cf. sction 2.2.2) and measurements following the superposition of the effect of the Central 

Sun with the effect of a pyramid being in the market for “harmonizing“ the field in a room (cf. 

section 2.2.3), a body of data was collected in an interval of 8 weeks that monitors the long-

term effects of the Central Sun in a magnetic field that in the onset was biologically stressing. 

Characteristic figures from the background field and the same field after impact of the Central 

Sun are compiled in following table 1. Tables 2 to 4 are added with respective data from 

further test situations. 
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Table 1: Development of action of the Central Sun (CS) (cf. 2.2.1)
Magnetic field of a geopathogenic zone (DC+ELF, T) / Statistical figures characterize deviation from mean value

Activation of CS: 05-07,2013 06-13,2013
(date and time) 12:30 22:00
Measurement: 05-06,2013 05-07,2013 06-13,2013 06-14,2013
(date and time) 20:00 19:30 19:00 10:00

Original cond. After 7h im- Characteristic Alteration of Original cond. After 12h im- Characteristic Alteration of
Characteristics: without CS pact of CS of alteration characteristic without CS pact of CS of alteration characteristic
Minimum 0,00 0,00 -0,36 0,00 0,00 0,00 -0,40 0,00
Mean 0,14 0,12 -0,03 -0,03 0,17 0,12 -0,05 -0,05
Maximum 0,48 0,33 0,29 -0,15 0,48 0,37 0,30 -0,11
Standard dev. 0,11 0,08 0,14 -0,02 0,12 0,10 0,14 -0,02
Summation
frequency:
5-% 0,02 0,01 -0,26 -0,01 0,02 0,01 -0,30 -0,02
10-% 0,03 0,01 -0,21 -0,02 0,04 0,01 -0,27 -0,02
15-% 0,04 0,02 -0,19 -0,02 0,05 0,02 -0,20 -0,03
20-% 0,05 0,04 -0,15 -0,01 0,06 0,03 -0,16 -0,03
25-% 0,06 0,06 -0,13 0,00 0,07 0,04 -0,14 -0,04
30-% 0,08 0,07 -0,08 -0,01 0,09 0,05 -0,12 -0,05
35-% 0,09 0,08 -0,06 -0,01 0,11 0,07 -0,11 -0,05
40-% 0,09 0,08 -0,04 -0,01 0,13 0,08 -0,08 -0,05
45-% 0,10 0,09 -0,03 -0,01 0,15 0,10 -0,06 -0,05
50-% (Median) 0,12 0,11 -0,01 -0,01 0,16 0,10 -0,05 -0,05
55-% 0,13 0,11 0,00 -0,02 0,17 0,11 -0,03 -0,05
60-% 0,15 0,13 0,02 -0,02 0,18 0,13 -0,01 -0,06
65-% 0,17 0,15 0,03 -0,02 0,20 0,14 0,00 -0,06
70-% 0,19 0,16 0,05 -0,03 0,21 0,16 0,01 -0,06
75-% 0,21 0,18 0,07 -0,03 0,24 0,17 0,05 -0,06
80-% 0,23 0,19 0,08 -0,04 0,29 0,19 0,06 -0,09
85-% 0,27 0,22 0,13 -0,05 0,31 0,22 0,10 -0,08
90-% 0,30 0,24 0,15 -0,06 0,35 0,25 0,12 -0,10
95-% 0,34 0,28 0,19 -0,06 0,38 0,33 0,18 -0,04
100-% 0,48 0,33 0,29 -0,15 0,48 0,37 0,30 -0,11
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Table 2: Results of stress test to Central Sun (CS) (cf. 2.2.2)
Magnetic field of a geopathogenic zone (DC+ELF, T) / Statistical figures characterize deviation from mean value

Activation of CS: before stress 05-07,2013 after stress
(date and time) test: 12:30 test:
Measurement: 05-06,2013 05-07,2013 06-07,2013
(date and time) 20:00 19:30 15:30

Original cond. After 7h im- Characteristic Alteration of Impact CS after Characteristic Alteration of
Characteristics: without CS pact of CS of alteration characteristic being stressed 72 h of alteration characteristic
Minimum 0,00 0,00 -0,36 0,00 0,00 -0,34 0,00
Mean 0,14 0,12 -0,03 -0,03 0,13 -0,02 -0,02
Maximum 0,48 0,33 0,29 -0,15 0,35 0,25 -0,14
Standard dev. 0,11 0,08 0,14 -0,02 0,09 0,13 -0,02
Summation
frequency:
5-% 0,02 0,01 -0,26 -0,01 0,01 -0,24 -0,02
10-% 0,03 0,01 -0,21 -0,02 0,03 -0,16 0,00
15-% 0,04 0,02 -0,19 -0,02 0,04 -0,12 0,00
20-% 0,05 0,04 -0,15 -0,01 0,05 -0,12 0,00
25-% 0,06 0,06 -0,13 0,00 0,06 -0,09 -0,01
30-% 0,08 0,07 -0,08 -0,01 0,06 -0,07 -0,01
35-% 0,09 0,08 -0,06 -0,01 0,08 -0,06 -0,01
40-% 0,09 0,08 -0,04 -0,01 0,09 -0,05 -0,01
45-% 0,10 0,09 -0,03 -0,01 0,10 -0,04 -0,01
50-% (Median) 0,12 0,11 -0,01 -0,01 0,11 -0,03 -0,01
55-% 0,13 0,11 0,00 -0,02 0,13 -0,02 0,00
60-% 0,15 0,13 0,02 -0,02 0,15 0,00 0,00
65-% 0,17 0,15 0,03 -0,02 0,17 0,02 -0,01
70-% 0,19 0,16 0,05 -0,03 0,18 0,03 -0,02
75-% 0,21 0,18 0,07 -0,03 0,18 0,05 -0,02
80-% 0,23 0,19 0,08 -0,04 0,20 0,09 -0,02
85-% 0,27 0,22 0,13 -0,05 0,21 0,13 -0,05
90-% 0,30 0,24 0,15 -0,06 0,26 0,16 -0,04
95-% 0,34 0,28 0,19 -0,06 0,29 0,22 -0,06
100-% 0,48 0,33 0,29 -0,15 0,35 0,25 -0,14
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Table 3: Superposition of effects by Central Sun and a pyramid (cf. 2.2.3)
Magnetic field of a geopathogenic zone (DC+ELF, T) / Statistical figures characterize deviation from mean value

Activation CS: before super- 06-13,2013 After super -
(date and time) position test: 22:00 position test:
Measurement: 06-13,2013 06-14,2013 07-07,2013
(date and time) 19:00 10:00 11:30

Original cond. After 12h im- Characteristic Alteration of After 2 weeks super- Characteristic Alteration of
Characteristics: without CS pact of CS of alteration characteristic pos. of effects of alteration characteristic
Minimum 0,00 0,00 -0,40 0,00 0,00 -0,44 0,00
Mean 0,17 0,12 -0,05 -0,05 0,15 -0,02 -0,02
Maximum 0,48 0,37 0,30 -0,11 0,46 0,31 -0,02
Standard dev. 0,12 0,10 0,14 -0,02 0,10 0,16 -0,02
Summation
frequency:
5-% 0,02 0,01 -0,30 -0,02 0,01 -0,31 -0,02
10-% 0,04 0,01 -0,27 -0,02 0,03 -0,23 0,00
15-% 0,05 0,02 -0,20 -0,03 0,05 -0,21 0,00
20-% 0,06 0,03 -0,16 -0,03 0,06 -0,14 0,00
25-% 0,07 0,04 -0,14 -0,04 0,07 -0,12 -0,01
30-% 0,09 0,05 -0,12 -0,05 0,08 -0,08 -0,02
35-% 0,11 0,07 -0,11 -0,05 0,09 -0,06 -0,02
40-% 0,13 0,08 -0,08 -0,05 0,11 -0,04 -0,03
45-% 0,15 0,10 -0,06 -0,05 0,12 -0,02 -0,02
50-% (Median) 0,16 0,10 -0,05 -0,05 0,14 -0,01 -0,01
55-% 0,17 0,11 -0,03 -0,05 0,16 0,01 0,00
60-% 0,18 0,13 -0,01 -0,06 0,18 0,03 -0,01
65-% 0,20 0,14 0,00 -0,06 0,20 0,05 0,00
70-% 0,21 0,16 0,01 -0,06 0,22 0,06 0,00
75-% 0,24 0,17 0,05 -0,06 0,22 0,09 -0,01
80-% 0,29 0,19 0,06 -0,09 0,25 0,10 -0,04
85-% 0,31 0,22 0,10 -0,08 0,27 0,14 -0,04
90-% 0,35 0,25 0,12 -0,10 0,29 0,18 -0,07
95-% 0,38 0,33 0,18 -0,04 0,32 0,21 -0,06
100-% 0,48 0,37 0,30 -0,11 0,46 0,31 -0,02
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Table 4: Radius of action of Central Sun (cf. 2.2.4)
Magnetic field of a geopathogenic zone at a distance of 25 m from CS 
(DC+ELF, T) / Statist. figures characterize deviation from mean value

Activation CS: 13.6.2013
(date and time) 22:00
Measurement: 13.6.2013 14.6.2013
(date and time) 18:30 10:30

Messung Messung Kennwert der Änderung des
Characteristics: ohne ZS mit ZS Änderungen Kennwerts
Minimum 0,00 0,00 -0,40 0,00
Mean 0,16 0,12 -0,04 -0,04
Maximum 0,56 0,34 0,30 -0,22
Standard dev. 0,12 0,08 0,14 -0,03
Summation
frequency:
5-% 0,01 0,02 -0,26 0,01
10-% 0,02 0,03 -0,23 0,00
15-% 0,03 0,04 -0,19 0,01
20-% 0,04 0,05 -0,16 0,01
25-% 0,06 0,05 -0,12 0,00
30-% 0,10 0,06 -0,09 -0,03
35-% 0,11 0,07 -0,08 -0,03
40-% 0,13 0,09 -0,05 -0,04
45-% 0,14 0,09 -0,04 -0,04
50-% (Median) 0,15 0,11 -0,03 -0,05
55-% 0,16 0,12 -0,02 -0,05
60-% 0,18 0,13 0,00 -0,05
65-% 0,20 0,14 0,02 -0,05
70-% 0,23 0,15 0,04 -0,07
75-% 0,24 0,18 0,04 -0,06
80-% 0,27 0,19 0,07 -0,09
85-% 0,29 0,22 0,08 -0,07
90-% 0,31 0,26 0,11 -0,06
95-% 0,36 0,29 0,17 -0,08
100-% 0,56 0,34 0,30 -0,22
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IInterpretation of  the data of  table 1:  The Table comprises data of both measurement 

series in each of which the effect of the Central Sun was recorded several hours after its 

activation and compared to the background values registered before. It is easily recognized 

that the characteristics of the uninfluenced background field and the same field under impact 

of the Central Sun, as well, are excellently reproduced. Thus, the maximal deviation from the 

mean value is reduced each time from 0,48 T to 0,33 T or 0,37 T, resp. A natural 

magnetic background will always exhibit certain local variations, even if there is no 

geopathogenic distortion, so the reduction of the maximal deviation from the mean value by 

0,15 T or 0,11 T resp., as demonstrated here, is quite considerable. There is one more proof 

for the contribution of the Central Sun to a smoother distribution of field values: The lowest 

25 % or 35 % resp. and the highest 15 % of summation frequency of the alteration amount to 

0,1 T or more. On average, the corrective effect of those strongest deviations from the mean 

upward and downward amounts to approx. 0,2 T. In the original field, the deviation 

remained under this value at 75 % of the measuring points. It can be stated that the Central 

Sun achieves aa signif icant equalization at 75 % of  measuring points of  a  typical  

geopathogenic zone. 

When repeating this measurement series, almost identical characteristic figures were assessed. 

So, evidence is given for the rreliability of  the ef fect that was measurable in the selected 

geopathogenic zone some hours after activation of the Central Sun. Including results of 

further measurement series conducted it can be stated that the eeffect persisted for all  of 

the study period of  8 weeks under various inf luences (weather, moon cycle, 

intermediate interruption of activation of the Central Sun, stress test to the Central Sun, 

superposition of effects of Central Sun and another device). 

2.2.2 Stress test in strongly inhomogeneous magnetic f ield 

Experience has shown that devices which are principally qualified to bring about a balance to 

a distorted magnetic field lose or revert this qualification when exposed to a strongly 

inhomogeneous magnetic field. Therefore, this type of stressing is a standard item in the test 

routines of IIREC. 
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The stress test was performed by exposing the Central Sun for 72 hours to a magnetic field 

produced by an orthogonal arrangement of two strong permanent magnets (of loudspeakers). 

After that exposure, the Central Sun was returned to the measuring field in a geopathogenic 

zone, as characterized by the figures in table 1. The results of the repeated measurement 

involving the Central Sun that had undergone the stress exposition compared to the 

previously assessed effect of the unstressed Central Sun before stress test are compiled in 

ttable 2. At first sight it can be recognized that the original characteristic figures are precisely 

reproduced. To give an example: The maximal deviation from the mean, originally amounting 

to 0,48 T, was reduced by the unstressed Central Sun to 0,33 T, and by the stressed sample 

to 0,35 T (which is an identical value within the boundaries of measurement precision). 

There was nno metrological result indicating any weakening of  effectivity due to 

stressing the Central Sun. 

2.2.3 Superposition test 

For practical application there is another question to be carefully examined: Is there any cut 

back to the effect of the Central Sun, if in ist ambience another device is installed that equally 

influences the field in the room? It may be thought of a second Central Sun or a device from a 

different manufacturer.  

The contractee stated that it might have detrimental effects if two Central Suns were put up 

in close neighborhood. In order to prevent this, Lakosa Handels GmbH keeps detailed 

records of all Central Suns delivered and informs all customers that a Central Sun must not be 

put up in the vicinity of one already present. Additional security is provided by the need of 

activation by transmission at a distance. Should there be any concern that Central Suns would 

be put up too close to each other, they would not be activated, or, if already activated, they 

would be deactivated. 

After excluding the superposition of effects of two Central Suns by plausible and recordable 

precautions taken by the manufacturer, the case of superposition with the effect of another 

device remained to be tested. This regards devices with a considerable radius of action, which 

at least extends through a room. 
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As an external device, in the test conducted here a wooden pyramid  with a particular wooden 

base was applied, which is distributed as a neutralizing agent against biologically  undesirable 

effects of “E-Smog“. This pyramid was put up in an elevated position (according to product 

information), in the same room where the Central Sun was located at the edge of the 

measuring field in the geopathogenic zone. After two weeks of overlapping impact of both 

devices (i.e. superposition of effects), the magnetic field was measured in the geopathogenic 

zone, with the results offered in ttable 3. 

On the one hand, the table indicates for the alterations assessed characteristic figures very 

similar to those that were found in the earlier measurement series under impact of the Central 

Sun only. On the other hand, the characteristics of evaluation values of the superposition test 

differ scarcely from the original characteristics of the background field, and in fact, the column 

„Alteration of characteristics“ to the right hand side of the table indicates, that these alterations 

do not exceed the precision threshold of the measurement. The first finding supports that the 

effectivity of the Central Sun is still given, but how does the second one fit in the picture? The 

diagrams 7 and 8 in the enclosure explain: The overlapping impact of both devices 

brought about absolutely a balancing of field distortions. Yet, the amplitude of alterations 

(and, consequently, of deviations from the mean) grew wider than in case of impact of the 

Central Sun only. This may be denoted an exceeding effect by superposition of effects of both 

devices. An exceeding effect of this kind may provoke biologically doubtful effects in a 

magnetic field; therefore caution is called for when applying combinations of devices. TThe 

Central Sun should not be applied in combination with external devices of  

similar purpose. 

2.2.4 Radius of  action 

As a further question, the radius of action is a question of eminent practical significance to the 

customer. In coordination with the contractee, this item was investigated for a radius of action of 

25 m, and a well-known geopathogenic zone located at that distance from the position of the Central 

Sun was chosen as a test field. In this distant field, the measuring procedure was the same as before 

in the vicinity of the Central Sun. The measurement series was begun by measuring the background 

before the Central Sun was activated. 
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Some 12 hours after activation of the Central Sun, the measurement of the distant field ws 

repeated. The characteristics compiled in ttable 4 permit an unambiguous interpretation, for 

these figures turn out very similar to earlier measurements. The maximal deviation from the 

mean, in this case even amounting to 0,56 T, was damped to 0,34 T. The standard 

deviation of alterations falls (as before) to 0,14 T etc. Summing up: The Central Sun exhibits 

on this open air field with a natural magnetic field distortion (which is obviously indicated by 

an ants’ pile) the same signature as it showed in the test field in the measuring room of the 

institute. AAt a  distance of  25 m, 100 % of  the ef fect was reproduced which the  

Central Sun brought about in its immediate vicinity. 

In the enclosures, ddiagram 10 (compared to ddiagram 9) documents the success of the 

application of the Central Sun even at a distance of 25 m: The distorted field exhibits sudden 

jumps from zones of weak gradients to areas of strong gradients. Upon impact of the Central 

Sun, though, the distorted zone appears softened, with smoother gradations, yet principally 

preserving its natural structure. This quality of softening the biological stimulus from a 

natural distortion zone without levelling out field variations completely is aan important 

qualif ication of devices which balance distortions in the magnetic f ield. 

3 .  Opinion 

3.1 Evaluation of  results 

In the previous report no. 53/2013 ample evidence was given that the effects brought about by 

the Central Sun are significant. These effects – as then measured in the geopathogenic zone in 

the rooms of the institute – were now reproduced for (i) repeated and (ii) prolongued impact 

of the Central Sun, and furthermore, (iii) after the Sun had undergone a stress test, (iv) at a 

distance of 25 m from the Sun and (v) principally in case of superposition of its effect and the 

effect of an external product, as well. 

Thus, the results presented in this report are significant, as well.  
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Moreover, the results reported in detail in sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.4, give the following answers to 

the questions put to investigation in the opening of this document:  

 The mmeasurable balancing of  magnetic f ield distortion by the Central  

Sun develops reproducibly wwithin several hours following activation and 

persists for a period of time (study interval 2 month) without any cut back being 

noticed. A ssignif icant ef fect ist eexpected for 75 % of  measuring points of  a 

typical magnetic f ield with natural disto rtions, and this will occur at the 

points with the strongest distortions against an undisturbed background. 

 Evidence was rendered of uunimpaired ef fect of  the  Central Sun at a  distance 

of  25 m. This distance, therefore, may be considered its minimal radius of action. 

 TThe effectivity of  the Central Sun remained even unimpaired after 72 

hours of  impact of  a  strongly inhomogeneous magnetic f ield. – 

Superposition with the effect of additional devices (another Central Sun or external 

products) will not impair the effect of the Central Sun, but it may provoke unwanted 

amplitudes of field variations. Therefore, precautions have to be taken against 

combined application. 

3.2 Signif icance of  results 

Let us recall: The human body as a “receiving antenna“ is biologically particularly sensitive in 

the very range of intensity or variations exhibited by natural electromagnetic fields. Natural 

variations of the geomagnetic field within an interval of half an hour to two hours fall e.g. in an 

order of magnitude of 0,2 T. In the measurement series conducted the qualification of the 

Central Sun to counterbalance variations of tenths of Microtesla was proven. This feature is 

of  utmost biological importance, because it re-approximates the amount of  

distortion to the standard of  natural variations. 

In the second part of the study reported here, the eeffect in geopathogenic zones (of 

water veins, geological faults etc.)  was examined. Magnetic distortions in zones of this 

kind would frequently and particularly imponder biologically in ssleeping and working 

places due to  long-term stay. 
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The significance of  features of  action of  the Central Sun stated here (radius of  

action, its temporal development, resistance against magnetic field 

distortions, superposition ef fects)  is not restricted to its effect in natural magnetic 

distortion zones (DC & ELF), but will also extend to iits impact on technical low-

frequency magnetic f ields ( “E-Smog“) and DDC-/ELF-modulation of RF 

electromagnetic waves (e.g. of  cellular radio, WiFi, bluetooth etc). 

The particular findings from this study summarized in the previous section enable lay persons 

to apply the Central Sun safely and reliably. As a matter of precaution, combined application 

including external products should be prevented as being rather counterproductive. The 

contractee takes organizational measures in order to prevent putting up of two Central Suns 

in close neighbourhood. 

Authorized Summary of Report  no.  71/2013 

Test measurements conducted by IIREC  upon instruction of Lakosa Handels GmbH 

regarding the physical effectiveness of the product ««Central Sun» in its activated condition 

of which report no. 53/2013 was rendered, were continued in order to investigate important 

features of its action in detail. The following results were found: 

 The mmeasurable counterbalancing ef fect on magnetic field distortions  

develops reproducibly wwithin hours following activation and persists for a 

period of time (study interval 2 month) without any cut back being noticed. A 

signif icant ef fect ist eexpected for 75 % of  measuring points of  a  typical 

magnetic f ield with natural distortions, and this will occur at the points with 

the strongest distortions against an undisturbed background. 

 Evidence was rendered of uunimpaired ef fect of  the  Central Sun at a  distance 

of  25 m. This distance, therefore, may be considered its minimal radius of action. 

 TThe effectivity of  the Central Sun remained even unimpaired after 72 

hours of  impact of  a strongly inhomogeneous magnetic f ield. 
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Superposition with the effect of additional devices (another Central Sun or external products) 

will not impair the effect of the Central Sun, but it may provoke unwanted amplitudes of field 

variations. Therefore, precautions have to be taken against combined application. 

Thus,  by objective measurement with physical meters oof magnetic induction the 

reliability and persistance of  biologically favorable ef fects that had been evidenced 

previously wwas confirmed. 

With the tests passed, cconditions are met for awarding the test seal  of  IIREC to  

the Central Sun. The manufacturer is – under the terms and conditions to follow – entitled 

to declare the product «Central Sun» as »tested by IIREC« and to apply the following test 

seal with the product : 

 

Terms of application: 

(1) The validity of the test seal must be prolongued in due time before expiring. 

(2) Any variation of production, specification or effect of the product must be 

communicated to IIREC. 

(3) The test seal is no longer applicable, should a later testing by IIREC find the product 

no more complying with the features or conditions stated here. 
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Conditions: 

(1) The contractee is obliged to keep records of the Central Suns delivered and the 

locations where they are put up, and to store these records at a secure place in the company. 

(2) Furthermore, it is the contractee’s obligation to inform demonstrably every buyer of 

the Central Sun that the combination with a second product of same type (a second Central 

Sun or an external product) is counterproductive. 

Important notes: 

(1) The test seal may be attached to the product, to product documents and to product 

package, in any location where the manufacturer decides to place a seal.  

(2) In due time before expiration of validity of the test seal, IIREC will offer to the 

manufacturer periodical test repetitions and, in case of positive results, confirm the further 

validity of the test seal. 

(3) If desired, IIREC may elaborate proposals for extended testing to prove biological 

effects of the product and for product certification. 

(4) To keep up the product quality found in the tests falls within the liability of the 

manufacturer. 

The expert signing this report confirms that measurements were conducted under his 

supervision and that results are correct within the boundaries of measurement and assessment 

precision. 

Krems, July 18th, 2013 

 

 

Mag. Dr. Walter Hannes Medinger 

Generally Sworn and Certified Expert at Court 
Scientific Head of IIREC 
International Institute for Research on EE lectroMagnetic 
Compatibility – EMC  on biophysical foundation 

 

Enclosures (pp. 18 to 19): 10 Diagrams (mappings of measurement results) 

 

 



DDiag r.  1 :  Ba ckgr oun d in geopath og enic  zon e 
Vertical magnetic induction (ELF+DC) in Microtesla 
( T) cf. color scale and contour lines; axis labels are 
distances in meter (m)

Diag r.  2 :  Field a ft er 7h  im pa ct  of CS 
The field is smoother, field values elevated against 
background and mostly in the normal range about 
 42,5 T.

Diag r.  3 :  Alter ations by i mpa ct  of  CS 
The counterbalancing effect of the CS can be 
recognized from the maximal rise (yellow color) in the 
values that were lowest in the background.

Diag r.  4:  2n d bac kg round mea sur ement 
3 days after deactivation of the CS, distortions in the 
background return.

Diag r.  5 :  R e-iterated im pa ct  by CS 
The Central Sun that had undergone the stress test in 
the mean time, again balances background distortion.

Diag r.  6: I mpa ct  by CS aft er str ess  test  
Again, there is a marked pattern of balancing effects, 
resembling to the first one, although the tendency of 
values is reverted (cf. color scales in diagr. 3 and 6).



DDiag r.  7: Fi eld a fter su per posit i on of e f fects  
by Cent ral  Sun and  pyr amid 
The similarity to diagr. 2 (opposing to diagr. 1 and 4) 
indicates that field distortions were balanced.

Diag r.  8: Expl icit  e ffect  by Central  Sun  and  
pyram id in c om binati on 
This map obviously resembles diagrams 3 and 6,  
Grafiken 3 und 6, but the values indicate an exceeding 
effect. 

  

Diag r.  9 : B ac kgr ou nd of  dista nt  fi eld 
In this map of the background field for testing the 
radius of action, the distortions by the geopathogenic 
zone can be seen clearly.   

Diag r.  10: Di stant  fi eld aft er  im pact  of CS 
Field values are lower on the whole, and the field is 
smoother. Yet the natural structure of the field remains 
untouched.  


